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Abstract—Edge computing has been considered as a promising
solution for enabling computation-intensive yet latency-sensitive
applications at resource-constrained wireless devices (WDs). In
this paper, exploiting the advanced small-cell dual connectivity
(DC), we investigate a paradigm of dual computation offloading in
which a WD can simultaneously offload partial workloads to a
cloudlet-server co-located at the macro base station (MBS) and an
edge-server (ES) co-located at a small-cell based station (SBS). To
facilitate the multi-user dual computation offloading, we exploit a
hybrid model of non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) and
frequency division multiple access (FDMA). Specifically, due to
the SBSs’ limited channel resources, we consider that the WDs
form different NOMA-groups for offloading their respective
workloads to different SBSs, which improves the spectrum
efficiency. Meanwhile, all WDs use FDMA for offloading their
workloads to the MBS, which avoids the WDs’ co-channel
interference. We formulate a joint optimization of the WDs’
partial offloading decisions, their FDMA transmission to theMBS,
different NOMA-groups’ transmission to the SBSs, as well as the
computing-rate allocation of the ESs and the cloudlet-server, with

the objective of minimizing the overall latency for completing all
WDs’ workloads. Despite the strict non-convexity of the joint
optimization problem, we propose a layered yet cell-based
distributed algorithm for obtaining the optimal dual offloading
solution. Based on the optimal dual offloading solution, we further
investigate how to properly group WDs into different NOMA-
groups for offloading workloads to the corresponding SBSs, and
propose a cross-entropy based learning algorithm for finding the
optimal NOMA grouping scheme. Numerical results are finally
provided to validate the effectiveness and efficiency of our
proposed algorithms.

Index Terms—Dual computation offloading, hybrid NOMA-
FDMA transmission, joint computation offloading and resource
allocation.

I. INTRODUCTION

MOBILE edge computing (MEC), a paradigm that

deploys computation resources at the edge of radio

access networks (RANs), has provided a promising approach

for enabling computation-intensive yet latency-sensitive appli-

cations [1], [2]. Thanks to the computation offloading technol-

ogy, resource-constrained wireless devices (WDs) can offload

their tasks to nearby edge-servers (ESs) via a short-distance

wireless transmission. In addition, uploading tasks to edge-

servers consumes less energy and latency than uploading the

tasks to the remote cloud center. The benefits of computation

offloading in MEC have motivated lots of research efforts

from both academia and industries. The single cell scenario in

which a set of WDs offload their tasks to one base station was

studied in [3], [4]. The multi-cell computation offloading sce-

nario in which WDs can select one of cells to offload their

tasks to different ESs was studied in [5], [6]. In addition, the

multi-cell multi-tier offloading scenario was studied in [7],

[8], in which each ES can further upload its received work-

loads to the remote cloud center via high-speed backhaul link.

However, the explosive growth in edge traffic and the number

of connected WDs still imposes a great pressure on the task

transmission from the WDs and the ESs.

The emerging multi-access MEC provides a promising solu-

tion for addressing the above issue [9]. TheWDs in multi-access

MEC are allowed to offload their tasks to different ESs simulta-

neously by exploiting the feature of multi-homing in heteroge-

neous RANs. The small-cell dual connectivity (DC) [10], [11]

provides a promising approach for enabling the multi-access

edge computing. The DC allows each WD to be simultaneously

associated with a macro base station (MBS) and a small-cell
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base station (SBS) and thus to schedule its traffic towards the

MBS and SBS flexibly [12], [13]. Such a DC assisted MEC can

accommodate the dual computation offloading to improve the

offloading efficiency for multipleWDs. Cui et. al. [14] studied a

DC assisted offloading scheme in which a user terminal con-

nects with a SBS and aMBS simultaneously via orthogonalmul-

tiple access (OMA). Li et. al. [15] investigated a similar DC

assisted computation offloading via non-orthogonal multiple

access (NOMA) transmission. NOMA has been envisioned as a

highly-efficient multiple access scheme for enabling massive

connectivity in future wireless networks [16]–[19]. Exploiting

NOMA, a group ofWDs can simultaneously offload their work-

loads to an ES over the same frequency channel, which thus

improves the efficiency of workloads transmission. However,

fewworks investigate a hybrid NOMA-OMAassisted dual com-

putation offloading scheme, which is highly flexible but compli-

cated for determining dual offloading decisions and resource

allocation.

In this work, we thus consider a hybrid NOMA and fre-

quency division multiple access (FDMA) assisted dual com-

putation offloading scheme with the objective of minimizing

the overall latency for completing all WDs’ tasks. Thanks to

DC, each WD can execute a dual computation offloading, i.e.,

simultaneously offloading its partial workloads to one of ESs

through the SBS and another partial workloads to the cloud-

let-server1 through the MBS. To enable this dual computation

offloading, we propose a hybrid NOMA-FDMA transmission

scheme. The MBS has sufficient channel resources, and thus it

adopts FDMA to accommodate a large number of WDs’ off-

loading transmission, which can avoid the WDs’ co-channel

interference. Each SBS has limited channel resources, and it

thus adopts NOMA to accommodate a small number of WDs’

offloading transmission, which improves the spectrum effi-

ciency but suffers from the WDs’ co-channel interference.

Although the proposed hybrid NOMA-FDMA assisted dual

computation offloading scheme can improve the offloading

efficiency and provide a highly flexible computing service, it

is challenging to determine the dual offloading decisions and

resource allocation. In particular, the WDs’ co-channel inter-

ference in NOMA may degrade the performance of workloads

transmission, which makes how to group WDs into different

NOMA-groups for offloading workloads to ESs an important

issue. Moreover, such issue becomes more complicated in

dual computation offloading scenario, because the fact that all

WDs share the cloudlet-server’s computing-rate makes WDs’

dual offloading decisions coupled. To address these technical

challenges, we decompose the formulated problem and pro-

pose three algorithms to solve the decomposed problem,

respectively. Our key contributions can be summarized as

follows.

� We firstly consider that the WDs’ NOMA-groupings are

given in advance, and investigate a joint optimization of

all WDs’ dual offloading decisions, the hybrid NOMA-

FDMA transmission duration, and the computing-rate

allocation, with the objective of minimizing the overall

latency for completing all WDs’ workloads.

� Despite the non-convexity of the joint optimization

problem, we exploit its layered structure and decom-

pose it into a top-problem for optimizing the overall

latency and the consequent subproblem for optimizing

the WDs’ partial offloading decisions, the computing

and communication resource allocation. In particular,

regarding the subproblem, we propose a cell-based dis-

tributed algorithm, in which each SBS can individually

optimize its own decision-variables without being cou-

pled with the other SBSs. Based on the solution of the

subproblem, we propose a two-layer hybrid search algo-

rithm to solve the top-problem for finding the minimum

overall latency.

� After obtaining the optimal dual computation offloading

solution under a given WDs’ NOMA-grouping, we fur-

ther investigate how to properly group the WDs into

NOMA-groups for offloading their workloads to differ-

ent ESs, with the objective of further minimizing the

overall latency. In particular, by exploiting our previous

layered algorithm as a subroutine, we adopt the cross-

entropy based learning algorithm [22] to determine the

optimal WDs’ NOMA-grouping for further minimizing

the overall latency.

� We provide extensive numerical results to validate the

effectiveness and efficiency of our proposed algorithms.

Simulation results demonstrate that, under the given

WDs’ NOMA-groupings, our layered algorithm can

achieve the nearly minimum latency in comparison with

the globally optimal solution provided by LINGO [23].

Meanwhile, our proposed algorithms can effectively

reduce the computing time compared to LINGO. More-

over, the numerical results also validate that the cross-

entropy based learning algorithm can find the optimal

WDs’ NOMA-grouping and outperform some benchmark

grouping schemes.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We

review the related studies in Section II. We present the system

model and problem formulation in Section III. The decompo-

sition of the problem is illustrated in Section IV, and our lay-

ered algorithms are shown in Section V. We demonstrate the

performance evaluations in Section VI. We further investigate

the WDs’ NOMA-groupings in Section VII. We finally con-

clude this work in Section VIII and discuss the future

directions.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

We review the related studies in this section, by focusing on

(i) the joint computation offloading and resource allocation

for MEC, and (ii) the NOMA assisted computation offloading.

Achieving the benefits of MEC necessitates a joint manage-

ment of the computation offloading and communication/com-

puting resource allocation, which thus has attracted lots of

research efforts from various fields [24]. For instance, in [25],

1 The cloudlet is a small-sized cloud-server comprised of powerful multi-
core computing units, and it can be deployed at the edge of networks for facili-
tating computation offloading with a low latency [20], [21].
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Wang et. al. studied an intelligent dynamic computation offload-

ing for smart Internet of Things (IoT) system. In [26], Zhang

et. al. proposed an vehicular task offloading scheme in vehicular

MEC to distributively schedule computation task offloading and

edge resource allocation. In [27], Lim et. al. investigated a joint

resource allocation and incentive mechanism design for edge

intelligence. Different performance matrices have been consid-

ered to evaluate the joint computation offloading and resource

allocation schemes. In [5], [7], [28], energy minimization has

been studied by jointly optimizing multi-user computation off-

loading and user association. In [29], [30], the sum of weighted

energy and latency minimization has been considered by jointly

optimizing the binary/partial offloading decision and resource

allocation. Several works [25], [31], [32] considered the time-

varying environments (e.g., the channel condition, the number

of the arriving tasks, and the capability of available resource)

and designed the corresponding dynamic edge resource alloca-

tion schemes. To further improve the flexibility of computation

offloading, there have been many studies investigating how to

jointly exploit the resources at the ESs and those at the cloud

servers [21]. In particular, to facilitate a flexible usage of the

computation-resources at the ESs and cloud, [33], [34] investi-

gated a two-tier edge-cloud framework with the hierarchical off-

loading scheme, i.e., a mobile user can offload its computation

workloads to an ES, and the ES can further offload part of its

received workloads to the cloud or other ESs. Different from the

hierarchical offloading scheme, the binary task offloading

scheme has been investigated in [35]–[37], in which each task

can be either processed locally, or offloaded to the ES, or off-

loaded to the cloud.

Thanks to its advantage in accommodating massive connec-

tivity with ultra-high spectrum-efficiency, NOMA has been

regarded as one of the key technologies for enabling the next

generation multiple access [16]–[19]. A comprehensive re-

view of leveraging NOMA for future 6G networks has been

proposed in [16]. In [17], Wei et. al. investigated the ergodic

sum-rate gain of NOMA over the uplink cellular network and

demonstrated the potential gain compared to that of OMA.

In [18], Liu et. al. proposed a quality of service (QoS)-guaran-

tee resource allocation scheme for multi-beam satellite indus-

trial Internet of Things by using NOMA transmission. In [19],

a NOMA assisted federated learning via wireless power trans-

fer has been proposed. The benefit of NOMA has attracted

many studies exploiting NOMA for offloading transmis-

sion [38]–[41]. In [38], the authors exploited uplink NOMA to

enable the multi-user’ task offloading, with the objective of

minimizing a total cost including the completion time of the

tasks and all users’ total energy consumption. In [39], a joint

power and time allocation scheme has been proposed for

users’ computation offloading via NOMA transmission.

In [40], the authors studied a NOMA assisted multi-access

computation offloading with the objective of minimizing the

overall delay of all users to complete their tasks. In [41], the

authors investigated a NOMA-assisted MEC for multi-user

secure computation offloading in the presence of an eaves-

dropper. In addition to solely rely on NOMA, there are grow-

ing interests in exploring the hybrid NOMA and OMA for

multi-user transmission. In [42], a hybrid NOMA-OMA trans-

mission scheme has been proposed for computation offloading

in MEC systems. However, few studies consider the hybrid

transmission assisted dual computation offloading scenario,

which is highly flexible but complicated for determining dual

offloading decisions and resource allocation.

In this work, we consider a DC enabled dual computation

offloading, in which each WD is simultaneously associated

with a SBS and the MBS, and thus can jointly exploit the com-

putation-resources at the SBS and those at the MBS. In partic-

ular, to facilitate the multi-user dual offloading, we consider

that the MBS adopts FDMA to accommodate different WDs’

offloaded workloads, which thus avoids their co-channel inter-

ference, and each SBS adopts NOMA to accommodate the

WDs’ offloaded workloads, which improves the spectrum-effi-

ciency but incurs the WDs’ co-channel interference. This dual

computation offloading scheme via hybrid NOMA and FDMA

differs our work from many existing studies which focus on

either the hierarchical edge-cloud offloading [33], [34] or the

selective edge/cloud offloading scheme in [35]–[37]. Based on

our dual offloading model, we thus investigate the joint opti-

mization of the WDs’ partial offloading, NOMA and FDMA

transmission, and computing-rate allocation to minimize the

overall task-completion latency for all WDs.

III. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. System Model

As shown in Fig. 1, we consider a two-tier RAN with one

MBS and a group of SBSs denoted by K ¼ f1; 2; . . .; Kg. The
MBS is equipped with a cloudlet-server (CS) with a maximum

computing-rate denoted by U0 (in the following of this work,

we use subscript “0” to denote the MBS). Each SBS k is

equipped with an ES with a maximum computing-rate denoted

by Uk. Meanwhile, there exist a group of the WDs denoted by

I ¼ f1; 2; . . .; Ig, with each WD i having a total computation-

workload Stot
i to be completed. We use uloc

i to denote WD i’s
local computing-rate. Thanks to DC, each WD can execute

the dual computation offloading to the MBS and one of the

selected SBSs. As illustrated before, each SBS uses NOMA to

accommodate the associated WDs’ offloading. Similar to

Fig. 1. A two-tier RAN with one MBS and two of SBSs. Each WD offloads
parts of its computation-workloads to the MBS and one of the SBSs
simultaneously.
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many existing studies [39], [42], we assume that two WDs

form a NOMA-group, which is aligned with the 3GPP stan-

dard for mitigating the long decoding latency due to the suc-

cessive interference cancellation (SIC). In addition, in order to

provide a clear system model and problem formulation, and

enable an effective algorithmic design, similar to [35], [36],

we assume a perfect channel state information in the hybrid

NOMA-FDMA transmission. The key notations used in this

paper are provided in Table I.

For the sake of clear modeling, we use Vk ¼ fi; jg to

denote the set of two selected WDs which are associated with

SBS k, namely, WD i and WD j form a NOMA-group to off-

load their respective workloads si;k 2 ½0; Stot

i � and sj;k 2
½0; Stot

j � to SBS k. Furthermore, assuming that SBS k decodes

WD j’s offloaded data prior to WD i’s offloaded data,2 then

according to the Shannon’s formula and SIC operations, we

can express the offloading rate from WD j to SBS k as

rj;k ¼ Wklog 2 1þ pj;kGj;k

pi;kGi;k þNk

� �
; j 2 Vk; (1)

and express the offloading rate from WD i to SBS k as

ri;k ¼ Wklog 2 1þ pi;kGi;k

Nk

� �
; i 2 Vk; (2)

where parameter Wk denotes the channel bandwidth of SBS k.
We use pi;k and pj;k to denote WD i’s and WD j’s transmis-

sion powers. Parameter Gj;k denotes the channel power gain

from WD j to SBS k, and Gi;k denotes the channel power gain

from WD i to SBS k. Parameter Nk denotes the power of the

background noise.

Furthermore, we use tupk to denote the transmission duration

for this NOMA-group Vk ¼ fi; jg, which thus leads to the fol-
lowing two conditions

ri;kt
up
k � si;k; i 2 Vk; (3)

rj;kt
up
k � sj;k; j 2 Vk; (4)

namely, WD i should complete sending its offloaded work-

loads si;k with duration t
up
k , and so does WD j.

With (3) and (4), we can obtain the required minimum

NOMA transmission powers of WD i and WD j as follows:

preqi;k

�
si;k; t

up
k

� ¼ Nk

Gi;k
2

si;k

Wkt
up
k � 1

� �
; i 2 Vk; (5)

preqj;k ðsi;k; sj;k; tupk Þ ¼
Nk

Gj;k
2

si;k

Wkt
up
k 2

sj;k

Wkt
up
k � 1

� �
; j 2 Vk: (6)

In addition to offloading its workloads to its associated SBS,

each WD i can also offload part of its workloads denoted by

si;0 2 ½0; Stot

i � to the MBS. The MBS uses FDMA to accommo-

date different WDs’ offloaded data, and we express the off-

loading rate from WD i to the MBS as

ri;0 ¼W0log 2 1þ Pi;0Gi;0

N0

� �
; 8i 2 I ; (7)

where parameter W0 denotes the orthogonal channel band-

width for each WD. Parameter Pi;0 denotes WD i’s transmis-

sion-power to the MBS, and Gi;0 denotes the channel gain

from WD i to the MBS. In particular, we use tup0 to denote all

WDs’ FDMA-transmission duration to the MBS. Since each

WD i should complete sending its data si;0 with duration tup0 ,

we have the following constraint

tup0 ri;0 � si;0; 8i 2 I : (8)

The latency for completing WD i’s workloads can be

expressed as follows. First, WD i needs to locally process its

remaining workloads Stot
i � si;k � si;0, and the local process-

ing time is
Stot
i
�si;k�si;0
uloc
i

. Second, from WD i’s perspective, its
processing time at ES k is

si;k
ui;k

, where ui;k is the computing-

rate allocated by ES k for WD i (notice that ui;k ¼ 0 and si;k ¼
0 if WD i is not associated with SBS k). Third, the processing
time at the CS is

si;0
ui;0

, where ui;0 is the computing-rate allo-

cated by the CS for WD i. In summary, we can express the

latency for completing WD i’s workloads as

tovei ¼ max

(
Stot
i � si;k � si;0

uloc
i

; tupk þ
si;k
ui;k

; tup0 þ
si;0
ui;0

)
;8i 2 I :

(9)

B. Problem Formulation

We first consider that all WDs’ NOMA-groupings V ¼
fVkgk2K are given and formulate an optimization problem to

minimize the overall latency for completing all WDs’ work-

loads, by jointly optimizing the offloading decisions s ¼

TABLE I
NOTATIONS

2 It is noticed that the uplink NOMA can accommodate an arbitrary decod-
ing order. Thus, our modelings and proposed algorithms are also applicable to
the other decoding order by slightly changing the WDs’ indices.
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ffsi;kg8i2I ;k2K; fsi;0g8i2Ig, the transmission duration tup ¼
ftup0 ; ftupk g8k2Kg, and the computing-rate allocation u ¼
ffui;kg8i2I ;k2K; fui;0g8i2Ig. The formulated problem is shown

as follows (“OLM” stands for “Overall Latency Minimiz-

ation”):

ðOLMÞ : dV ¼ min
s;tup;u

max
8i2I
ftovei g

Subject to : preqi;k ðsi;k; tupk Þ � Pmax
i ; i 2 Vk; (10)

preqj;k ðsi;k; sj;k; tupk Þ � Pmax
j ; j 2 Vk; (11)

W0log 2 1þ Pi;0Gi;0

N0

� �
tup0 � si;0; 8i 2 I ; (12)

0 � si;k þ si;0 � Stot
i ; 8i 2 Vk; (13)X

i2Vk

ui;k � Uk; 8k 2 K; (14)

X
i2I

ui;0 � U0: (15)

Variables : s; tupand u:

Constraints (10) and (11) ensure that in a NOMA-group Vk

(associated with SBS k), both WD i’s and WD j’s transmis-

sion powers cannot exceed their respective capacities denoted

by Pmax
i and Pmax

j . Constraint (12) ensures that the WDs off-

load their workloads fsi;0gi2I to the MBS with duration tup0 .

Constraint (13) ensures that each WD i’s offloaded workloads

cannot exceed its total workloads. Constraint (14) ensures that

the total allocated computation-resources by SBS k cannot

exceed its capacity Uk. Constraint (15) ensures that the total

allocated computing-rate by the MBS for the WDs cannot

exceed its capacity U0.

IV. DECOMPOSITION FOR PROBLEM (OLM)

However, Problem (OLM) is a non-convex optimization

problem, which is difficult to solve directly. To address this dif-

ficulty, we adopt an approach of decomposition, i.e., separating

Problem (OLM) into a top-problem for optimizing the overall

latency, and the consequent subproblem for optimizing the

WDs’ partial offloading decisions, the computing and commu-

nication resources allocation. The details are as follows.

A. Equivalent Transformation

Before decomposing Problem (OLM), we introduce a vari-

able dsubV ¼ max8i2Iftovei g to denote the overall latency and

rewrite the objective function of Problem (OLM) as minimiz-

ing dsubV

dV ¼ min
s;tup;u

dsubV : (16)

Correspondingly, each item in (9) should not be greater than

dsubV , which leads to the following constraints:

Stot
i � si;k � si;0 � uloc

i dsubV ; 8i 2 Vk; k 2 K; (17)

tupk ui;k þ si;k � ui;kd
sub
V ; 8i 2 Vk; k 2 K; (18)

tup0 ui;0 þ si;0 � ui;0d
sub
V ; 8i 2 I : (19)

With (16)-(19), we can rewrite an equivalent form of Problem

(OLM) as follows:

(OLM-E) : dV ¼ min
s;tup;u

dsubV ;

Subject to : constraints: ð10Þ � ð15Þ; ð17Þ � ð19Þ;
Variables : dsubV ; s; tup; and u:

A keen observation is that Problem (OLM) aims at finding

the minimum feasible dsubV subject to constraints ð10Þ � ð15Þ
and ð17Þ � ð19Þ. Therefore, assuming that dsubV is given in

advance, we check whether the above constraints can yield a

non-empty region under the given dsubV . If the region is non-

empty, we can decrease the current value of dsubV in further.

Otherwise, the currently given dsubV is infeasible, and we need

to increase dsubV . Based on this rationale, we decompose Prob-

lem (OLM-E) into two subproblems in the next subsections.

B. Subproblem Under a Given dsubV

Assuming dsubV is given in advance, we aim at finding the

minimum total computation-resources required from the CS.

The problem is expressed in the following Problem (OLM-E-

Sub) with U req
V denoting the optimal value.

(OLM-E-Sub) : Ureq
V ¼ min

s;t
up
k

;u

X
i2I

ui;0

Subject to : constraints: ð10Þ � ð14Þ; ð17Þ � ð19Þ;
Variables : s; tupk ; and u;

where vector tupk ¼ ftupk g8k2K (i.e., tupk ¼ tup n tup0 ). Note that

we assume that tup0 is also given in Problem (OLM-E-Sub) for

facilitating our following algorithm design, which will be

explained by Proposition 3 in Section V-A4. It can be

observed that constraint (15) in Problem (OLM-E) is trans-

formed into the objective function of Problem (OLM-E-Sub)

(i.e., the minimum total computation-resources U req
V required

at the CS under the given dsubV ). The other constraints remain

unchanged.

C. Top-Problem for Optimizing dsubV

In the top-problem, we aim at finding the minimum dsubV and

the corresponding tup0 such that the U req
V in Problem (OLM-E-

Sub) is not greater than U0. Thus, the top-problem can be

expressed as follows:

(OLM-E-Top) : dV ¼ min dsubV

Subject to : U req
V � U0;

Variables : dsubV and tup0 :

(20)

If the minimum U req
V satisfies constraint (15), i.e., U req

V � U0,

the currently given dsubV is feasible for Problem (OLM-E). Oth-

erwise, the currently given dsubV is infeasible for Problem

(OLM-E).

The above decomposition approach has the following

properties.
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Proposition 1: The result of Problem (OLM-E-Sub) (i.e.,

U req
V ) is non-increasing with respect to dsubV .

Proof: Problem (OLM-E-Sub) is to minimize the required

total computation-resources from the CS under a given dsubV .

Note that we define dsubV ¼ maxi2Iftovei g, where tovei is defined

in (9). While the currently given dsubV is less than the value of

maxi2Iftovei g, there exist some WDs which cannot complete

their workloads within the currently given dsubV . In other

words, if these WDs’ workloads have to be completed within

the given dsubV , more computation-resources are required.

Since the total allocated computation-resources from the CS is

unconstrained in Problem (OLM-E-Sub), Ureq
V will increase.

On the other hand, if the currently given dsubV is greater than

the value of maxi2Iftovei g, it means that the latency is loose

and the computation-resources at the CS can be reduced. Since

Problem (OLM-E-Sub) is to minimize the total computation-

resources required at the CS, U req
V thus decreases. Therefore,

U req
V is non-increasing with respect to dsubV . &

Proposition 2: Ureq
V approaches the value of U0 under the

minimum dsubV .

Proof: According to Proposition 1, there exist two points

d
sub

V and dsubV , and d
sub

V > dsubV , such that U req
V < U0 under

d
sub

V and Ureq
V > U0 under dsubV . Moreover, there must be

~dsubV 2 �
dsubV ; d

sub

V

�
such that Ureq

V approximates to U0 under

~dsubV . If ~dsubV is not the minimum and we decrease it further,

U req
V will be greater than U0 and become infeasible for Prob-

lem (OLM). Thus, ~dsubV is the minimum. Meanwhile, Ureq
V

approaches the value of U0 under ~d
sub
V . &

As a summary of the above decomposition approach, Prob-

lem (OLM-E) is decomposed into two subproblems, i.e., Prob-

lem (OLM-E-Sub) and Problem (OLM-E-Top). Problem

(OLM-E-Sub) checks the feasibility of a given dsubV by jointly

optimizing the WDs’ dual offloading decisions, NOMA-

groups’ transmission duration, and computation-resources

allocation. Problem (OLM-E-Top) finds the minimum feasible

dsubV and the corresponding tup0 such that the result of Problem

(OLM-E-Sub) is not greater than U0.

V. PROPOSED ALGORITHMS FOR PROBLEM (OLM-E-SUB)

AND PROBLEM (OLM-E-TOP)

A. Cell-Based Distributed Decision (CDD) Algorithm for

Problem (OLM-E-Sub)

1) Variable Substitution: With constraint (19), we can

obtain the lower bound of ui;0 as follows:

ui;0 � si;0

dsubV � tup0
;8i 2 I : (21)

Since Problem (OLM-E-Sub) is to minimize the sum of

fui;0g8i2I , replacing ui;0 with its lower bound will not affect

the result of Problem (OLM-E-Sub). Thus, the equivalent

form of the objective function of Problem (OLM-E-Sub) is

min
s;t

up
k

;u

X
i2I

ui;0 ¼ min
s;t

up
k

;u

X
i2I

si;0

dsubV � tup0
: (22)

Similarly, with constraint (18), the lower bound of ui;k is

ui;k � si;k

dsubV � tupk
; i 2 Vk: (23)

With (23), constraint (14) can be transformed into (24), i.e.,

si;k þ sj;k � UkðdsubV � tupk Þ; i; j 2 Vk: (24)

The above transformations help us reduce the number of varia-

bles in Problem (OLM-E-Sub) without causing any changes to

the optimal solution for Problem (OLM-E-Sub). Moreover,

the non-linear coupling between tupk and ui;k in constraint (18)

can also be decomposed.

2) Decoupling Offloading Decisions in the Uplink NOMA:

A challenge for solving Problem (OLM-E-Sub) is the coupling

effect among the WDs’ offloading decisions according to con-

straint (11), which is non-linear and non-convex. The expres-

sion of (11) is shown as follows:

2

si;kþsj;k
t
up
k

Wk � Pmax
j Gj;k

Nk
þ 2

si;k

t
up
k

Wk : (25)

To address this difficulty, we introduce a group of auxiliary

variables fbkgk2K

bk ¼
Pmax
j Gj;k

Nk
þ 2

si;k

t
up
k

Wk ; i; j 2 Vk; k 2 K: (26)

Thus, (11) can be transformed to

2

si;kþsj;k
t
up
k

Wk � bk; i; j 2 Vk; k 2 K: (27)

Meanwhile, with (10), we can obtain

2

si;k

t
up
k

Wk � 1þ Pmax
i Gi;k

Nk
: (28)

While si;k ¼ 0, bk equals to 1þ
Pmax
j

Gj;k

Nk
according to (26), i.e.,

the lower bound of bk. While the equation of (28) is met, bk

equals to
Pmax
j

Gj;kþPmax
i

Gi;k

Nk
þ 1 according to the sum of (26)

and (28), i.e., the upper bound of bk. Thus, with (26) and (28),

we can obtain the range of bk

bk 2 1þ Pmax
j Gj;k

Nk
;
Pmax
j Gj;k þ Pmax

i Gi;k

Nk
þ 1

� 	
; 8k 2 K:

(29)

3) Distributed Form of Problem (OLM-E-Sub): After the

above transformations, Problem (OLM-E-Sub) can be rewrit-

ten into Problem (Sub-b) as follows:
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(Sub- b) : U req
V ¼ min

X
i2I

si;0

dsubV � tup0

Subject to : 2

si;k

t
up
k

Wk � 1þ Pmax
i Gi;k

Nk
; i 2 Vk; 8k 2 K;

2

si;kþsj;k
t
up
k

Wk � bk; i; j 2 Vk; 8k 2 K;

W0log 2 1þPi;0Gi;0

N0

� �
tup0 � si;0; 8i 2 I ;

0 � si;k þ si;0�Stot
i ; i 2 Vk; 8k 2 K;

Stot
i �si;k�si;0�uloc

i dsubV ; i 2 Vk; 8k 2 K;
si;kþsj;k�UkðdsubV �tupk Þ; i; j2Vk; 8k2K;

bk2 1þP
max
j Gj;k

Nk
;
Pmax
j Gj;kþPmax

i Gi;k

Nk
þ1

� 	
;

Variables : s; tupk ; and fbkgk2K:

Problem (Sub-b) can be divided into K optimization prob-

lems for individual cells in which each cell individually opti-

mizes its own decision variables including the associated

WDs’ partial offloading decisions, NOMA transmission and

bk. This problem can be expressed as Problem (sub-b-cell)

bellow.

(Sub- b-cell) : U req
Vk
¼ min

si;0 þ sj;0

dsubV � tup0

Subject to : 2

si;k

t
up
k

Wk � 1þ Pmax
i Gi;k

Nk
; i 2 Vk;

2

si;kþsj;k
t
up
k

Wk � bk; i; j 2 Vk;

W0log 2 1þPi;0Gi;0

N0

� �
tup0 � si;0; 8i 2 Vk;

0 � si;k þ si;0�Stot
i ; 8i 2 Vk;

Stot
i � si;k � si;0 � uloc

i dsubV ; 8i 2 Vk;

si;kþsj;k � UkðdsubV � tupk Þ; 8i 2 Vk;

bk2 1þ Pmax
j Gj;k

Nk
;
Pmax
j Gj;k þ Pmax

i Gi;k

Nk
þ 1

� 	
;

Variables : si;0; si;k; sj;0; sj;k; t
up
k ; and bk:

By solving Problem (Sub-b-cell) for each SBS, we can obtain

the result of Problem (Sub-b) as

Ureq
V ¼

X
k2K

X
i2Vk

si;0

dsubV � tup0
¼

X
k2K

Ureq
Vk

: (30)

Notice that, since Problem (Sub-b-cell) is independent from

each other, we can solve Problem (Sub-b-cell) for each SBS k
in parallel.

4) Cell-Based Distributed Decision: To solve Problem

(OLM-E-Sub), we identify the following significant feature.

Proposition 3: Under the given fbk, d
sub
V , tup0 g, Problem

(Sub-b-cell) is a strictly convex problem with respect to varia-

bles ftupk ; si;k; si;0; sj;k, sj;0g.

Proof: While dsubV and tup0 are given, the objective function

and constraints of Problem (Sub-b-cell) are convex [43]

except constraint (27). If we enumerate bk in the feasible

region according to (29), constraint (27) becomes affine.

Thus, Problem (Sub-b-cell) is a convex optimization problem

which can be solved by the convex optimization algorithms

under the given bk, d
sub
V , and tup0 . &

Exploiting Proposition 3, we propose the cell-based distrib-

uted decision (CDD) algorithm to obtain the optimal solution

of Problem (Sub-b) by solving Problem (Sub-b-cell) for each

SBS in parallel, and further check the feasibility of the

obtained solution for Problem (OLM-E-Sub) according to

Proposition 4. The pseudo code of our proposed CDD algo-

rithm is presented in Algorithm 1. The key steps are explained

as follows.

� (Step 5 to Step 6): In Problem (Sub-b-cell) and WDs

i; j 2 Vk, we first enumerate bk linearly in descend-

ing order at the top level. Then, we use the Interior

Point Method (IPM) [44] to find the correspondingly

optimal solution under the given bk, which is de-

noted as

s�i;k; s
�
j;k; s

�
i;0; s

�
j;0; t

up�
k

n o
¼ argminUreq

Vk
: (31)

� (Step 7 to Step 13): Exploiting Proposition 4, we check

the feasibility of fs�i;k; s�j;k; s�i;0; s�j;0; tup�k g for Problem

(OLM-E-Sub) according to the following condition

Algorithm 1: Cell-based Distributed Decision Algorithm (i.e.,

CDD algorithm) for Solving Problem (OLM-E-Sub).

1: Input: dsubV ; tup0 .

2: Initialize: bk’s upper bound bub
k ¼

Pmax
i

Gi;kþPmax
j

Gj;k

N0
þ 1, bk’s

lower bound blb
k ¼

Pmax
j

Gj;k

N0
þ 1.

3: Generate Problem (Sub-b-cell) for each cell based on Problem

(Sub-b) and Solve Problem (Sub-b-cell) by executing the fol-

lowing steps.

4: Update bk ¼ bub
k .

5: while bk � blb
k do

6: Use interior point method to solve Problem (Sub-b-cell) under

bk and obtain the optimal solutions fs�i;k; s�j;k; s�i;0; s�j;0; tup�k g ¼
argmin

si;0þsj;0
dsub
V
�tup

0

.

7: ifNk2

s�
i;k

Wkt
up�
k ð2

s�
j;k

Wkt
up�
k � 1Þ � Pmax

j Gj;k then

8: fs�i;k; s�j;k; s�i;0; s�j;0; tup�k g is also the optimal solution for

Problem (OLM-E-Sub) according to Proposition 4, and

compute U req
Vk
¼ s�

i;0
þs�

j;0

dsub
V
�tup

0

.

9: Break.

10: else

11: Update bk  bk � Dbk, where Dbk is the step size.

12: end if

13: end while

14: Compute the result of Problem (OLM-E-Sub):U req
V ¼P

k2K U
req
Vk

.

15: Output: U req
V .
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Nk2

s�
i;k

Wkt
up�
k 2

s�
j;k

Wkt
up�
k � 1

0
@

1
A � Pmax

j Gj;k: (32)

If condition (32) is met, U req
Vk
¼ s�

i;0
þs�

j;0

dsub
V
�tup

0

; i; j 2 Vk. Oth-

erwise, we should decrease bk in further and return to

Step 5 until condition (32) holds.

� (Step 14): While the optimal solutions of all SBSs sat-

isfy condition (32), Problem (OLM-E-Sub) is solved.

Thus, we obtain the result of Problem (OLM-E-Sub)

U req
V ¼P

k2K U
req
Vk

.

We identify the following proposition regarding the relation-

ship between Problem (OLM-E-Sub) and Problem (Sub-b).

Proposition 4: If the optimal solution for Problem (Sub-b)

is feasible for Problem (OLM-E-Sub), this solution is also the

optimal solution for Problem (OLM-E-Sub).

Proof: We discuss an extreme case of bk to prove this prop-

osition, since the key difference between Problem (OLM-E-

Sub) and Problem (Sub-b) is that constraint (11) is transformed

into constraint (27) by introducing variable bk. In particular,

supposing that we set bk as its upper bound, we can obtain the

correspondingly optimal tup�k , s�i;k, and s�j;k under the given bk

for Problem (Sub-b). However, while the equality in constraint

(28) does not hold, i.e., s�i;k < tup�k Wklog 2ð1þ Pmax
i

Gi;k

Nk
Þ, it

means that the feasible region of Problem (OLM-E-Sub) is

relaxed by introducing bk. Note that bk substitutes the right

part of constraint (25). Accordingly, tup�k ; s�i;k and s�j;k may lie

outside the feasible region of Problem (OLM-E-Sub). Thus,

while tup�k ; s�i;k and s
�
j;k are within the feasible region of Problem

(OLM-E-Sub), the optimal solution for Problem (Sub-b) is also
the optimal solution for Problem (OLM-E-Sub). To check

whether the optimal solution for Problem (Sub-b) is feasible

for Problem (OLM-E-Sub), we can input this optimal solution

to constraint (11). If constraint (11) is met, this optimal solution

is the optimal solution for Problem (OLM-E-Sub). Otherwise,

we decrease the value of bk until constraint (11) is met. &

Now, we solve Problem (OLM-E-Sub) by our proposed

CDD algorithm and obtain the required minimum computa-

tion-resources U req
V from CS under the given dsubV and tup0 . Next,

we propose a two-layer hybrid search algorithm to optimize

dsubV and tup0 based on the result of Problem (OLM-E-Sub).

B. Two-Layer Hybrid Search (TLHS) Algorithm for Solving

Problem (OLM-E-Top)

The goal of Problem (OLM-E-Top) is to optimize two vari-

ables, i.e., dsubV and tup0 , to find the minimum dsubV and the cor-

responding tup0 . We propose a two-layer hybrid search (TLHS)

algorithm consisting of a bisection search on dsubV in the top

layer and a linear search on tup0 in the bottom layer. The

pseudo code of our proposed TLHS algorithm is presented in

Algorithm 2 above, whose details are explained as follows.

� In the top layer, we adopt bisection search on dsubV based

on Proposition 1. In particular, the non-increasing rela-

tionship of U req
V with respect to dsubV provides an idea for

optimizing dsubV . While U req
V exceeds the CS’s computa-

tion-resources U0 under a given dsubV , it means that the

given dsubV is infeasible for Problem (OLM). Then, we

can increase the value of dsubV such that Ureq
V will be

reduced. Similarly, if U req
V exceeds the CS’s computa-

tion-resources U0 under a given dsubV , we can decrease

dsubV such that U req
V will increase. Thus, exploiting the

non-increasing relationship between U req
V and dsubV , we

can determine to decrease or increase dsubV according to

whether U req
V exceeds the CS’s computation-resources

U0 or not under the given U
req
V .

� In the bottom layer, under a given dsubV , we use a linear

search to enumerate tup0 and compute the corresponding

Ureq
V until Ureq

V � U0. Then, we break the step of linear

search and reduce dsubV . If there is no tup0 that yields

Ureq
V � U0, it means that the current dsubV is infeasible for

Problem (OLM) and we should increase dsubV . We repeat

the above operations until the gap between dsubV ’s upper

and lower bounds is less than a predefined threshold. In

this case, the current dsubV reaches the minimum.

Until now, we have obtained the optimal solution of Prob-

lem (OLM) by solving Problem (OLM-E-Sub) and Problem

(OLM-E-Top).

C. The Optimality and Complexity Analysis of the Proposed

Algorithms for Problem (OLM)

To address the formulated non-convex optimization prob-

lem, i.e., Problem (OLM), we equivalently decompose it into

Algorithm 2: Two-layer Hybrid Search Algorithm (i.e.,

TLHS algorithm) for Solving Problem (OLM-E-Top).

1: Initialize: Initialize dsubV ’s upper bound dubV ¼ maxfStot
i =

uloci g8i2I , dsubV ’s lower bound dlbV ¼ 0, tup0 ’s lower bound

tlb0 ¼ 0.

2: while dlbV < dubV do

3: Update dsubV  1
2 ðdlbV þ dubV Þ.

4: Update tup0 ’s upper bound: tub0 ¼ dsubV .

5: Update tup0 ¼ tlb0 .

6: while tup0 � tub0 do

7: Solve Problem (OLM-E-Sub) by Algorithm 1 to obtain U req
V .

8: if U req
V � U0 then

9: Current dsubV and tup0 are feasible for Problem (OLM).

10: Update the lower bound of tup0 , i.e., tlb0 ¼ tup0 .

11: Break Linear Search Loop.

12: else

13: Update tup0  tup0 þ Dtup0 , where Dtup0 is the step size.

14: end if

15: end while

16: if Finding the feasible tup0 (i.e., U req
V � U0) then

17: Update dsubV ’s upper bound, i.e., dubV ¼ dsubV .

18: else

19: Update dsubV ’s lower bound, i.e., dlbV ¼ dsubV .

20: end if

21: end while

22: Find the minimum dsubV , then dV ¼ dsubV .

23: Output: dV; t
up
0 .
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two subproblems, i.e., Problem (OLM-E-Sub) and Problem

(OLM-E-Top). To solve Problem (OLM-E-Sub), we propose

the CDD algorithm to transform it into K optimization prob-

lems by introducing a group of auxiliary variables fbkgk2K.
The optimization problem for each individual cell, i.e., Prob-

lem (Sub-b-cell), determines its own offloading decision and

resource allocation. According to Proposition 3, Problem

(Sub-b-cell) is proved to be a convex optimization problem

that can be solved by many existing methods, e.g., the interior

point method. In addition, we discuss the equivalence between

Problem (Sub-b) and Problem (OLM-E-Sub) in Proposition 4.

Specifically, if the optimal solution of Problem (Sub-b) is fea-

sible to Problem (OLM-E-Sub), this solution is also the opti-

mal solution of Problem (OLM-E-Sub). The proposed CDD

algorithm uses a linear search to find bk until the optimal solu-

tion of Problem (Sub-b) is feasible to Problem (OLM-E-Sub).

Thus, the proposed CDD algorithm can find the optimal solu-

tion of Problem (OLM-E-Sub). The complexity of the CDD

algorithm is linear (from step 5 to step 13 in Algorithm 1),

depending on the searching step-size Dbk and the gap between

the upper bound bub
k and the lower bound blb

k of bk. b
ub
k and

blb
k are given in equation (29). Thus, the complexity of the pro-

posed CDD algorithm is O



bub
k
�blb

k
Dbk

�
.

To solve Problem (OLM-E-Top), by exploiting the non-

increasing relationship between the result of Problem (OLM-

E-Sub) and dsubV , the proposed TLHS algorithm uses a bisection

search algorithm to find the minimum dsubV according to the fea-

sibility of Problem (OLM-E-Sub) with dsubV . Meanwhile, under

a given dsubV , the TLHS uses a linear search to find a feasible tup0
such that Problem (OLM-E-Sub) has feasible solutions. Thus,

the proposed Algorithm 2 can find the minimum dsubV . In addi-

tion, the complexity of the bisection search is

O


log 2



dub
V
�dlb

V
"

��
, where dubV and dlbV are the upper bound and

the lower bound of dsubV , respectively. " is the preset stopping

threshold of bisection search. The complexity of the linear

search is O



tub
0
�tlb

0
Dt0

�
, where tub0 is the upper bound of tup0 and

tlb0 is the lower bound of tup0 . Dt0 is the searching step-size of

linear search. Thus, the complexity of Algorithm 2 is

O



tub
0
�tlb

0
Dt0

log 2



dub
V
�dlb

V
"

��
.

In summary, the proposed method (i.e., the combination

of the CDD algorithm and the TLHS algorithm) can find

the optimal solution of Problem (OLM), and the complex-

ity of solving Problem (OLM) is the product of the com-

plexity of the CDD algorithm and the TLHS algorithm,

i.e., O

 ðtub

0
�tlb

0
Þðbub

k
�blb

k
Þ

Dt0Dbk
log 2



dub
V
�dlb

V
"

��
.

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR OPTIMAL OFFLOADING UNDER

THE GIVEN WDS-GROUPINGS

This section presents numerical results to validate our pro-

posed CDD algorithm and TLHS algorithm for solving Prob-

lem (OLM). To this end, we consider a scenario of one MBS

and a group of SBSs (the detailed number of the SBSs will be

specified in the corresponding illustrations). Since our

proposed algorithms are applicable to arbitrary WDs-group-

ings, we use a fixed WD-grouping scheme as Vk ¼
f2k� 1; 2kg; 8k 2 K. To evaluate the performance of our

proposed algorithms, we adopt the parameter-settings accord-

ing to [35]. In particular, the MBS’s channel frequency is set

as W0 ¼ 10 Mbps, and each SBS’s channel frequency is set as

Wk ¼ 3 Mbps, 8k 2 K. The maximum transmit-power of

each WD is set as 0.5 W. The power of the background noise

is N0 ¼ 10�10. All the results are obtained with a PC of Intel

(R) Core(TM) i7-9700 K CPU@3.6 GHz.

A. The Results of Problem (OLM)

Fig. 2 shows the results of our proposed CDD algorithm for

solving Problem (OLM-E-Sub) under different values of dsubV .

In particular, we test the CDD algorithm on three scenarios,

i.e., i) K ¼ 3; I ¼ 6, and U0 ¼ 10 in Subplot 2(a), ii) K ¼
4; I ¼ 8, and U0 ¼ 40 in Subplot 2(b), and iii) K ¼ 5; I ¼ 10,
and U0 ¼ 60 in Subplot 2(c). In each subplot, we vary dsubV ,

and present the corresponding result (fU req
Vk
gk2K) of Problem

(Sub-b-cell) for each cell and the consequent result (Ureq
V ) of

Problem (OLM-E-Sub). Notice that U req
Vk

is the required CS

computing-rate of each individual SBS k’s NOMA-group, and

U req
V is the total required CS computing-rate of all SBSs’

NOMA-groups, i.e., U req
V ¼P

k2K U
req
Vk

(which is the result of

Problem (OLM-E-Sub)) according to eq. (30) before. For the

clear illustration of the rationale behind of our proposed algo-

rithms, we also mark the value of U0 (which is the horizontal

line) and the intersection point where U req
V ¼ U0 holds. It can

be observed from the three subplots in Fig. 2 that U req
V

decreases as dsubV increases, which verifies our Proposition 1.

Moreover, Proposition 2 proves that dsubV is the minimum

while Ureq
V approaching U0. Exploiting Proposition 2, we can

confirm the optimal solution of Problem (OLM-E-Sub) by the

value of Ureq
V . Thus, the intersection points between U0 and

U req
V in subplots are the optimal solutions of different scenar-

ios, which validates the effectiveness of our proposed CDD

algorithm under all the tested cases.

With the same parameter-settings in the three subplots in

Fig. 2, Fig. 3 further illustrates the rationale behind our TLHS

algorithm for solving Problem (OLM). In each subplot in

Fig. 3, we show the variations dsubV and Ureq
V during the itera-

tions of bisection search in the TLHS algorithm. In particular,

it can be observed that Ureq
V gradually converges to U0, at

which dsubV converges to its correspondingly minimum value.

The results in Fig. 3 again verify Proposition 2, and validate

the rationale of our proposed algorithms (i.e., the CDD algo-

rithm and the TLHS algorithm) for solving Problem (OLM).

B. The Effectiveness of the Proposed Algorithms

Fig. 4 demonstrates the accuracy of our TLHS algorithm (with

its subroutine CDD algorithm) for solving Problem (OLM). For

the purpose of comparison, we also use LINGO’s global-

solver [23], block coordinate descent (BCD) [45], and heuristic

equal-division (HED) to solve our problem. In particular, the
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LINGO’s global-solver overcomes the weakness of suboptimal

through methods of range bounding (e.g., interval analysis and

convex analysis) and range reduction techniques (e.g., linear

programming and constraint propagation) within a branch-and-

bound framework to find the global solutions to non-convex

optimization models. The BCDmethod is an iterative algorithm,

which can find the suboptimal solution for non-convex optimiza-

tion. It sequentially minimizes the objective function in each

block coordinate while the other coordinates are fixed. The HED

is a heuristic scheme to achieve a suboptimal solution. In this

scheme, the CS’s total computation-resources U0 are equally

divided among all WDs, while all the other variables are opti-

mized according to those in Problem (OLM).

Fig. 4 shows the minimum overall latency achieved by the

above four algorithms under different parameter-settings.

Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b) show the comparison results under dif-

ferent values of U0, with Fig. 4(a) using a 6-WDs scenario with

fU1; U2; U3g ¼ f6; 4; 5gGbps and Fig. 4(b) using a 6-WDs sce-

nario but with fU1; U2; U3g ¼ f5; 2; 3gGbps. Fig. 4(c) shows
the comparison results under different numbers of the WDs,

with U0 ¼ 40Gbps. The results in all subplots demonstrate that

our proposed solution can achieve the approximately same

latency as the optimal solution provided by LINGO’s global

solver. Meanwhile, the latency achieved by our proposed solu-

tion is less than the other two suboptimal solutions provided by

the BCD algorithm and HED algorithm, respectively.

Fig. 3. Illustration of our TLHS algorithm: variations of U
req
V and dsubV during the iterations of the bisection search. (a) K ¼ 3; I ¼ 6; U0 ¼ 10. (b) K ¼

4; I ¼ 8; U0 ¼ 40. (c)K ¼ 5; I ¼ 10; U0 ¼ 60.

Fig. 4. Performance comparisons among our proposed algorithm, LINGO, HED, and BCD. (a) fU1; U2; U3g ¼ f6; 4; 5g;K ¼ 3; I ¼ 6. (b) fU1; U2; U3g ¼
f5; 2; 3g; K ¼ 3; I ¼ 6. (c) U0 ¼ 40.

Fig. 2. Illustration of our CDD algorithm: optimal values of Problem (Sub-b-cell) and Problem (OLM-E-Sub) under different values of dsubV .
(a)K ¼ 3; I ¼ 6; U0 ¼ 10. (b)K ¼ 4; I ¼ 8; U0 ¼ 40. (c)K ¼ 5; I ¼ 10; U0 ¼ 60.
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Followed by the parameter-settings in Fig. 4, Fig. 5 further

illustrates the computation efficiency of TLHS algorithm (with

CCD algorithm as its subroutine), in comparison with LINGO’s

global-solver, HED, and BCD. Thanks to the advantage of cell-

based distributed optimization of each individual SBS and the

efficiency bisection search on dsubV , all the tested cases in Fig. 5

validate that our proposed TLHS algorithm consumes a signifi-

cantly less computation-time compared to LINGO’s global-

solver (which uses the conventional approach of branch-and-

bound to solve the non-convex optimization problems numeri-

cally). In addition, our solution’s computing time is also less

than the BCD method in which the block coordinate descent

operation consumes much time. Although the HED consumes

less time than our solution while the number of WDs is small,

the latency achieved by the HED is far worse than our solution

(Fig. 4). In addition, due to the advantage of cell-based distrib-

uted optimization and bisection search of our solution, the gap

between computing-time consumed by the HED and that of our

solution becomes small when the number ofWDs increases.

VII. OPTIMAL WDS’ NOMA-GROUPINGS

Our CDD and TLHS algorithms in Section V solve Problem

(OLM) and obtain the minimum overall latency under a given

WDs’ NOMA-groupings. With CDD and TLHS algorithms as

the subroutines, we can continue to optimize the WDs’

NOMA-groupings for further minimizing the overall latency

of all WDs. This is the focus of this section.

A. NOMA-Grouping Model

We use a binary variable ai;k to denote the association

between the WD i and SBS k. Let ai;k ¼ 1 if WD i is associ-
ated with the SBS k, and ai;k ¼ 0 otherwise. Since each WD is

associated with one SBS and only two WDs form a NOMA-

group at one time, variable ai;k is constrained by

X
k2K

ai;k ¼ 1; 8i 2 I : (33)

X
i2I

ai;k ¼ 2; 8k 2 K: (34)

Thus, for SBS k, we can denote Vk ¼ fijai;k ¼ 1; 8i 2
Ig; 8k 2 K (as explained in footnote 2 before, we consider

that the decoding order of these WDs in one NOMA-group is

fixed according to their respective indices in I ). In this sec-

tion, we consider that the number of the WDs is twice than the

number of SBSs, i.e., I ¼ 2 K.3 Correspondingly, we have

X
k2K

X
i2I

ai;k ¼ I: (35)

Accordingly, the optimization problem is expressed as

(Group) : min
V

dV

Subject to : constraints:ð33Þ; ð34Þ; ð35Þ;
Variables : V ¼ fai;k 2 f0; 1ggi2I ;k2K:

As a combinatorial optimization problem, the key feature of

Problem (Group) is that its objective function cannot be ana-

lytically expressed. As a result, conventional gradient based

approach is not applicable. The intuitive method to enumerate

all possible fVkgk2K also suffers from a significant complex-

ity, especially when the number of the WDs is large. For

instance, there exist more than one hundred thousand different

combinations of fVkgk2K when I ¼ 10. To address this diffi-

culty, in this paper, we adopt a CE-based learning algorithm

which is an efficient methodology for addressing combinatorial

optimization problems. Interested readers can refer to [22] for

the details regarding the principle of the CE algorithm, and

there have been several studies exploiting CE for solving differ-

ent combinatorial problems [46]–[48]. The details of our CE-

based learning algorithm are illustrated in the next subsection.

B. CE-Based Learning Algorithm for Problem (Group)

In our CE-based learning algorithm, we treat the values of

fai;kgi2I ;k2K as random variables. Each ai;k follows a Ber-

noulli distribution of parameter hi;k. To find the optimal solu-

tion of Problem (Group), we use a CE-based learning

algorithm to update fhi;kgi2I ;k2K. The details are shown in

Algorithm 3, and we explain important steps as follows.

� (Step 4): Let the number of solutions participating in each

iteration be a constant denoted by M, and we generate a

subset of feasible solutions AðtÞ ¼ fA1ðtÞ; A2ðtÞ; . . .;

Fig. 5. Computing time comparisons among our proposed algorithm, LINGO, HED, and BCD. (a) fU1; U2; U3g ¼ f6; 4; 5g;K ¼ 3; I ¼ 6. (b) fU1; U2; U3g ¼
f5; 2; 3g;K ¼ 3; I ¼ 6. (c) U0 ¼ 40.

3 Our following analysis and algorithm are also applicable by adding an
appropriate number of virtual WDs (or SBSs) when I 6¼ 2 K.
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AMðtÞg for Problem (Group) at iteration t according to

probabilities distribution fhi;kðtÞgi2I ;k2K.
� (Step 5 and Step 6): We input each feasible solution

AmðtÞ 2 AðtÞ into Problem (OLM) to compute the cor-

responding latency dAmðtÞ

LðAmðtÞÞ ¼ dAmðtÞ; (36)

and re-order fLðAmðtÞÞg8m2M from the smallest to

the biggest

LðA1ðtÞÞ � LðA2ðtÞÞ � . . . � LðAMðtÞÞ: (37)

� (Step 7 to Step 8): We evaluate the quality coefficient

Ci;kðt þ 1Þ for the next round of iteration. Specifically,

let L̂ðtÞ be the r best solutions’ quantile at iteration t

L̂ðtÞ ¼ LðAprMqðtÞÞ: (38)

Here, the notation r equals to 0.1 according to the ini-

tial version of the CE method [22]. Then, quality coef-

ficient Ci;kðt þ 1Þ is computed based on the Kullback-

Leibler cross-entropy approach [49]

Ci;kðt þ 1Þ ¼
PM

m¼1 IfLðAmðtÞÞ � L̂ðtÞgIfami;kðtÞ¼1gPM
m¼1 IfLðAmðtÞÞ � L̂ðtÞg

:

(39)

Finally, hi;kðt þ 1Þ is updated in the next round of itera-
tion

hi;kðt þ 1Þ ¼ ð1� aðtÞÞhi;kðtÞ þ aðtÞCi;kðt þ 1Þ;
(40)

where aðtÞ 2 ½0; 1� is the learning rate.
The above iterative process continues until the variation of

each hi;k (i.e., the difference between hi;kðt þ 1Þ and hi;kðtÞ)
is small enough. When the iterative process stops, we update

the optimal Bernoulli-distribution fh�i;kgi2I ;k2K as the current

fhi;kgi2I ;k2K. Thus, we can obtain the optimal solution A� of
Problem (Group) according to fh�i;kgi2I ;k2K.
According to the analysis of the CE algorithm in [50], as t !
1, the probability of obtaining the optimal solutionA� tends to
1 at the iteration t. This property is based on two assumptions,

i.e., the targeted problem is a combinatorial optimization prob-

lem, and its optimal solution is unique. In addition, the learning

rate aðtÞ is set according to the following rule

aðtÞ � 1� log ðt þ 1Þ
log ðt þ 2Þ ; t � G: (41)

Our Problem (Group) meets both two assumptions above.

Thus, the CE-based learning algorithm can converge to the

optimal solution (hh�; A�), where A� is the optimal solution,

and h� is defined as

h�i;k ¼
1; if ai,k=1 in the A*,

0; otherwise:

�

The complexity analysis of the CE-based algorithm can be

given as follows. The CE-based algorithm executes an iterative

procedure for finding the optimal NOMA-group. Each iteration

involves generatingM samples according to a group of probabil-

ity distributions of variables fai;kg8i2I ;k2K. Assuming that the

number of iterations is fixed as x, the complexity of the CE-based

algorithm can be expressed as OðxM ðtub
0
�tlb

0
Þðbub

k
�blb

k
Þ

Dt0Dbk
log 2

ðd
ub
V
�dlb

V
" ÞÞ, where ðt

ub
0
�tlb

0
Þðbub

k
�blb

k
Þ

Dt0Dbk
log 2ð

dub
V
�dlb

V
" Þ is the complexity

of solving Problem (OLM) provided in Section V-C before.

C. Results About WDs’ NOMA-Groupings

To evaluate the performance of the CE-based learning algo-

rithm, we set the parameters according to [46], such as r ¼
0:1, and test the CE-based learning algorithm on the scenario

ofK ¼ 4 and I ¼ 8.
Fig. 6 shows the convergence of all WDs’ probabilities (i.e.,

fhi;kgi2I ;k2K) of choosing each individual SBS. Specifically,

Subplot 6(a) shows the convergence of all WDs’ Bernoulli-

distribution parameters fhi;1gi2I with respect to SBS 1. As

shown in Subplot 6(a), after convergence of CE-algorithm,

Algorithm 3: CE-based Algorithm for Problem (Group).

1: Initialize: Initialize fhi;kð0Þg8i2I ;k2K, the learning rate að0Þ, and
the stopping threshold �h.

2: Iteration t ¼ 1.
3: while 1 do

4: According to the current fhi;kðtÞg8i2I ;k2K, randomly generate

M feasible solutions fAmðtÞgm¼1;2;...;M . Each AmðtÞ denotes
a profile of fami;kðtÞg8i2I ;k2K which form a feasible solution

for Problem (Group).

5: For each feasible solution AmðtÞ, input the corresponding

fami;kðtÞg8i2I ;k2K into Problem (OLM) and invoke TLHS

algorithm to obtain the minimum overall latency LðAmðtÞÞ
¼ dAmðtÞ.

6: Re-order fAmðtÞgm¼1;2;::;M according to the order from the

smallest LðAmðtÞÞ to the biggest LðAmðtÞÞ.
7: Let L̂ðtÞ be the r best solutions’ quantile based on equa-

tion (38), and calculate quality coefficient of these best solu-

tions to obtain fCi;kðt þ 1Þg8i2I ;k2K.
8: Update probability distributions hi;kðt þ 1Þ ¼ ð1� aðtÞÞhi;k

ðtÞ þ aðtÞCi;kðt þ 1Þ; 8i 2 I ; k 2 K for next round of

iteration.

9: if
P

i2I
P

k2K hi;kðt þ 1Þ � hi;kðtÞ � �h then
10: Determine the optimal Bernoulli-distribution of ai;k, h

�
i;k ¼

hi;k ðt þ 1Þ; 8i 2 I ; k 2 K.
11: Stop the WHILE-LOOP.

12: else

13: Update t ¼ t þ 1.
14: end if

15: end while

16: Generate A� according to the fh�i;kgi2I ;k2K.
17: Output: A� is the optimal solution for Problem (Group).
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h3;1 and h6;1 converge to 1, while all the other fhi;1gi6¼3;6 con-
verge to zero. These results mean that WD 3 and WD 6 form a

NOMA-group for offloading to SBS 1. Subplot 6(b) demon-

strates the similar results, in which we show the convergence

of all WDs’ fhi;2gi2I with respect to SBS 2. In particular, after

convergence, h2;2 and h4;2 converge to 1, while all other

fhi;2gi6¼2;4 all converge to zero, which means that WD 2 and

WD 4 form a NOMA-group for offloading to SBS 2. Subplot

6(c) demonstrates the convergence of fhi;3gi2I , and Subplot 6

(d) demonstrates the convergence of fhi;4gi2I . As shown in

the example in Fig. 6, after convergence, the optimal NOMA-

grouping is V�1={3, 6}, V
�
2={2, 4}, V

�
3={5, 7}, and V�4={1, 8},

which are consistent with constraints (33), (34), and (35).

Fig. 7 shows the effectiveness of our CE-based learning

algorithm in comparison with the globally optimal NOMA-

groupings which are obtained by the enumeration method.

Due to the prohibitive complexity in the enumeration method,

we test two cases : i) K ¼ 4; U0 ¼ 30 and ii) K ¼ 4; U0 ¼ 40.
As shown in Fig. 7, the overall latency of the CE algorithm

after convergence can achieve the minimum latency which is

achieved by the globally optimal NOMA-groupings by the

enumeration, which thus validates the effectiveness of the CE

algorithm.

Fig. 8 shows the comparisons between our CE-based algo-

rithm and a randomized grouping scheme, in which all the

WDs are randomly selected to form the NOMA-groups for

offloading different SBSs. Fig. 8(a) shows the minimum

latency under different values of U0 obtained by the two algo-

rithms. Fig. 8(b) shows the minimum latency under different

Fig. 6. The convergences of WDs’ probabilities (i.e., fhi;kgi2I ;k2K) of choosing each SBS in the CE based learning algorithm. (a)The values of fhi;1gi2I .
(b) The values of fhi;2gi2I . (c) The values of fhi;3gi2I . (d) The values of fhi;4gi2I .

Fig. 7. The effectiveness of CE-based learning Algorithm.
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numbers of the WDs. The results in both subplots demonstrate

that the CE-based algorithm can effectively reduce the overall

latency, compared to the randomized grouping. Moreover, as

shown in Fig. 8(b), the benefit of the CE-based algorithm is

more significant when the number of the WDs increases.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have investigated the multi-user dual com-

putation offloading via the hybrid NOMA-FDMA transmis-

sion, in which each WD can simultaneously offload its

workloads to a cloudlet at the MBS and to the ES at the SBS.

We have formulated a joint optimization of all WDs’ partial

workloads offloading, their FDMA transmission to the MBS,

different NOMA-groups’ transmission to the SBSs, as well as

the computing-rate allocation of the ESs and the cloudlet,

with the objective of minimizing the overall latency for com-

pleting all WDs’ workloads. Despite the strict non-convexity

of the joint optimization problem, we have proposed a layered

yet cell-based distributed algorithm for finding the optimal

dual offloading solution. Based on this optimal dual offloading

solution, we have further optimized the WDs’ NOMA-groups

for their offloading to the SBSs by exploiting the CE based

learning algorithm. Numerical results have been provided to

validate the effectiveness and efficiency of our proposed algo-

rithms. In our future work, we will investigate the resource

sharing between the MBS and the SBSs for improving the

overall utilization efficiency of the computation-resources at

the MBS and different SBSs. We will also further investigate

the hybrid NOMA-FDMA assisted dual computation offload-

ing problem under an imperfect channel state information.
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